Acquired Storage Pool Disease in Platelets During Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation

By F. I. Pareti, A. Capitanio, and P. M. Mannucci

A patient with clinical and laboratory evidence of disseminated intravascular coagulation associated with deep-vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism developed a qualitative platelet abnormality characterized by a defective release reaction. Second-phase aggregation induced by ADP and adrenaline was impaired, and reduced collagen-induced aggregation was accompanied by defective release of ADP and ATP. The decrease in total platelet ATP and ADP, the high ATP:ADP ratio in the presence of normal amounts of metabolic adenine nucleotides, and the low content of serotonin associated with abnormal uptake and metabolism of the exogenous amine suggested that the defective platelet function was due to lack of the platelet organelles in which serotonin and nonmetabolizable adenine nucleotides are normally stored. Acquired storage pool disease is likely to be related to exposure of circulating platelets to aggregating agents, with their degranulation occurring during disseminated intravascular coagulation.

During disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), circulating platelets are exposed to inducers of aggregation (such as thrombin and plasmin) which may trigger a release reaction in vivo. We report a case in which this situation is likely to have led to the development of an acquired defect of platelet function resembling storage pool disease. The latter is a congenital abnormality characterized by a defective platelet release reaction due to lack of the cytoplasmic organelles in which 5-hydroxytryptamine (5HT) and non-metabolic adenine nucleotides are stored.1-3

Materials and Methods

Aggregation in platelet-rich plasma (PRP), measurement of total and released ATP and ADP, determination of radioactive nucleotides, assay of 5HT and 14C-5HT uptake were carried out as previously described by Pareti et al.4 Prothrombin time, kaolin-partial thromboplastin time, thrombin time, fibrinogen assay, fibrinogen degradation products (FDP), and platelet counts were performed as described by Denson.5

Case Report

F.R. (age 51, male) developed clinical signs of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) of the right leg 10 days after cholecystectomy. During surgery, blood loss had not been excessive, nor was there any history of easy bruising or prolonged bleeding after dental extraction or minor surgery. DVT was first treated at home with bed rest and elevation of the leg. Three days after the onset of symptoms, the patient was admitted to hospital because he developed sudden chest pain, acute breathlessness, hemoptysis, hypotension, and cyanosis. The chest x-ray showed a peripheral opacity in the lower lobe of the left lung; the electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia, a q wave and inverted T wave in lead III, and T wave inversion in the right precordial leads. There were also signs of a hemorrhagic tendency, characterized by gastrointestinal bleeding, generalized purpura, epistaxis, and prolonged oozing from venipuncture
sites. Laboratory investigation showed a hemoglobin level of 10.1 g/dl, WBC $11.6 \times 10^9$/liter, and platelet count $120 \times 10^9$/liter. Prothrombin time was prolonged to 29 sec (normal values 14-16 sec); kaolin-partial thromboplastin time was 56 sec (normal values: 40-50 sec), thrombin time 25 sec (normal values: 14-17 sec) and plasma fibrinogen 0.9 g/liter. The coagulation studies and the measurement of increased levels of serum FDP (64 μg/ml) led to a diagnosis of disseminated intravascular coagulation. After sampling additional blood for platelet studies, treatment was begun with intravenous heparin, given at a loading dose of 10,000 I.U., followed by the continuous infusion of 1200 I.U./hr. During the next few hours, cardiopulmonary conditions deteriorated, and the patient died. Postmortem investigation revealed a fresh thrombus extending from the calf into the right iliofemoral vein and complete embolic occlusion of the lower lobar artery of the left lung.

RESULTS

Platelet Aggregation and Release (Fig. 1)

The patient showed a normal first phase of aggregation induced by ADP and adrenaline; second-phase aggregation was absent at concentrations of the aggregating agents (10 μM) which gave irreversible aggregation in normal PRP. Collagen-induced aggregation was sharply decreased.

Release of ATP and ADP, induced by collagen during aggregation, was 3.1% and 10.5% of the total ATP and ADP in the patient's PRP; in PRP from a normal control tested under the same conditions, it was 25.4% and 43.1%, respectively.

Adenine Nucleotides and 5HT Content

Table 1 shows that the total ATP, ADP, and 5HT content of the patient's PRP was very low, and that the decrease was of similar magnitude to that measured in another patient congenitally affected by a platelet qualitative defect.
with the features of storage pool disease. Similarly, the ATP:ADP ratio was higher than normal.

$^{14}$C-5HT Uptake

The uptake of radioactive 5HT was much lower in the patient’s platelets than in normal platelets, and was similar to that of the patient with storage pool disease. When incubation of PRP with $^{14}$C-5HT was continued up to 5 hr, radioactivity was retained within normal platelets during the incubation period, whereas it was progressively lost into the plasma when the patient’s and SPD platelets were investigated (Fig. 2).
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Table 2. Breakdown of Radioactive ATP During Exposure of PRP to Collagen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Resting</th>
<th>Collagen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per Cent ATP</td>
<td>Per Cent IMP + IN + Hx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC patient</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD patient</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>76.0 ± 2.3</td>
<td>8.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are given as radioactivity in the indicated spots expressed as percentage of the total recovered radioactivity in all of the ultraviolet absorbing spots on each chromatogram (± SD).

Metabolically Active Nucleotides

Incubation of PRP with $^{14}$C-adenine results in the labeling of nucleotides of the metabolic pool, whereas those of the nonmetabolic pool stored in cytoplasmic organelles are not labeled. Table 2 shows that under resting conditions radioactive ATP and its metabolic products were present in normal amounts in the patient’s platelets, and that ATP degradation and IMP-hypoxanthine formation (characteristic of the induction of the platelet release reaction by collagen) were less extensive than in the normal PRP. This finding suggested that the patient’s platelets were refractory to the metabolic action of the aggregating agent.

DISCUSSION

Platelets from a patient with postoperative DVT and pulmonary embolism accompanied by clinical and laboratory evidence of DIC showed a qualitative platelet abnormality characterized by a defective release reaction. The negative family history, lack of bleeding complications after surgery, and the concomitant appearance of the abnormality with DIC strongly suggested its acquired nature. The decrease in the total ATP and ADP and the high ATP:ADP ratio in the presence of normal amounts of metabolic adenine nucleotides suggested that the low levels of total ATP and ADP were related to the defect of the nonmetabolic pool. These findings, as well as the low platelet content of 5HT accompanied by abnormal uptake and metabolism of the exogenous amine, indicated that abnormal platelet function was due to lack of the platelet organelles where 5HT and nonmetabolic adenine nucleotides are stored together. The defects observed were strikingly similar to those described in the congenital abnormality of platelet function referred to as storage pool disease, and to the findings of Zahavi and Marder in a patient with systemic collagen disorder and platelet autoantibodies, and of Cowan et al. in leukemia.

In our patient, exposure of circulating platelets during DIC to release inducers, such as thrombin and plasmin, appeared to be the most likely pathogenetic mechanism. It has been shown by Reimers et al. in animal experiments that a partial release or complete degranulation of platelets induced by thrombin did not necessarily lead to the immediate removal of these platelets from the circulation, and that their hemostatic effectiveness was impaired. The present observations suggested that this situation may occur in humans, and that a platelet qualitative defect may be an additional factor contributing to the development of bleeding in the DIC syndrome.
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